Best Canada Immigration Consultants in Qatar - Skilled Immigration

Being the most reliable student visa Canada Consultants in Qatar, A2W is here to help you
understand what Canadian Skilled immigration entails. Canada Skilled Immigration is for those
who wish to immigrate to Canada for work.
For those who’re from the subcontinent, Canada stands as one of the friendliest place when it
comes to finding suitable jobs. Since Canada is a large country and not very populated, it opens its
doors wide for talented candidates who wish to work in Canada.
Your work experience should be Skill Type 0, Skill Level A or Skill Level B as per the Canadian
National Occupational Classification (NOC) if you are seeking skilled immigration visa to Canada.
A2W Consultants is the most Trusted Canada Immigration consultants in Qatar, Doha. We have a
dedicated team of skilled professionals that help you realize your Canadian immigration
dreams. Get in touch with us today!
Canada has almost 100 different economic class pathways overall, with a range of other options
including family sponsorship streams available to Canadian citizens and permanent residents who
want to bring their loved ones to Canada from their own countries. A2W is the best Canada
immigration consultant in Qatar with the experience of having served thousands of people
achieve their Canada Skilled Immigration visa.
The 2 main programs running to provide skilled immigration to foreigners in Canada are:
1. Express Entry; A well-known application management system for skilled workers with
foreign work experience who want to immigrate to Canada permanently. In 2019, it was
reported that 46% of all invitations through the Express Entry program went to people
from the subcontinent.
2. Federal Skilled Workers Program; Meant for are people with suitable education, work
experience, age, and language abilities under one of Canada’s official languages, and those
who are selected under the Express Entry Immigration system for the application of
permanent residence.
At A2W we have years of experience in helping individuals migrate to Canada as skilled
workers. We are the best in the market and have a great reputation for being the most trusted
immigration lawyers in Qatar.
Express Entry Canada
Express Entry helps in the application process for skilled immigrants who want to settle in Canada
permanently and take part in the country’s economy.
The process for gaining permanent residence through Express Entry includes:

1. Firstly, find out if you are eligible. Candidates for this program should meet minimum
requirements including skilled work experience, language ability and fluency, and
educational requirements.
2. Prepare your documents correctly. You will need to provide a series of
documents including your passport, your job offer, proof of funds, and language test
results to prove proficiency in English or French.
3. Submit your profile online. Upon submission of your information, you will be added to a
particular group of candidates. Express Entry then rates candidates using a points-based
system based on skills, educations, language ability, and other factors.
4. Receive an invitation from Express Entry.
5. Candidates with the highest scores will get to have an invitation to apply for permanent
residency. You will have a time period of 60 days to submit your application.
A2W is a team of professional and dedicated immigration lawyers that have dealt with a lot of
immigration issues & provided quick solutions. Owing to our services, we will surely be your most
dependable Canada Immigration consultants in Qatar.
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